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About This Game

Get behind the wheel of a racing rally car or a truck and go head to head against other rival AI racers in gorgeous locations,
from the hot unforgiving desert, to the icy mountains or volcanic island. Climb hills, race down slopes, speed through obstacles
and beat the other AI players. Do you have what it takes to win all races, become first and unlock new locations and vehicles?

Each race earns you points, which you can spend on cars and tracks. Try to collect the most pickups to increase your overall
awarded points after each race.

The cars take damage, if you're low on vehicle health your engine will explode. But fear not, harder race tracks have pickups,
which will restore your car by 50%. If you're low on health just go through one such pickup and fix your vehicle.

The game features leaderboards for each level, meaning you can compare your time against that of everyone else. Try to get as
higher in the rankings as you possibly can.

Be careful of which vehicle you choose for the different tracks. Some cars or trucks are better suited for the given track, while
others, even though faster, will not be the best choice. Choose wisely!

A score(in seconds) is posted every time you get a better result in the current track. This means, that each time you complete a
lap on a given track your best time on this location is compared to your previous posted time on this track and, if the time is

better, a new score is posted on the leaderboard.

Want to climb higher in the leaderboards? Give your car some boost. Upgrade your engine and downforce. This will improve
your car's speed, acceleration and grip, meaning you'll take those turns faster, reducing your overall time.
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Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® Vista / 7 / 8 / 10
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Graphics: Intel HD 5000 or Radeon R5 M320 or GeForce GTX 280M

DirectX: Version 9.0c
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looney rally

Very good for a 29-year-old game.
highly recommend this to any chess fans out there.
I mean, the castles are rock monsters, what more can i say?. Good game for a cheap price, There's one problem though, The
reloading is a bit tricky (Specially the revolvers) The tracking pad sometimes doesn't fully track the motion of the finger, But it's
good anyway!. Love the song, but not as fun to play on the Bass as I had thought it would be. It might be because I just can't find
the rythm for this one. Don't know about Guitar.. I should have read more, I thought I was going to get a city building game, not
trade...I suck at this and regret this purchase...however, The game itself doesn't seem to be bad, So if you like trading
and♥♥♥♥♥♥..Well, Go one.. This seems like a nice relaxing game and I think it can be but for now I want to play something
and it looked like you could do things based on the store page. When I started a new game I had a tree and a rock. I wasn't able
to do much and didn't know what I was actually able or supposed to do. Maybe a faster version with a tutorial would help me
understand more but until then I'm going to have to suggest not buying it. (Check out the discussion section of the community
page for a guide on how to play this game. It kinda helps but not really.) I like the concept of casual games that you can relax
with and enjoy but there is no instruction in this game to let you know how to do things or what you're supposed to do. I feel like
the intent that the developer wants to get accross is a relaxing and zen like garden game but it gets lost with it's lack of in game
guidance.. As a fan of Death to Spies and Death to Spies: Moment of Truth I was very excited about the announcement of a third
installment of the pseudo-Hitman franchise based in WW2. I adored the hardcore stealth gameplay, the mission design and the
freedom those games offered you on how to beat your objectives. On top of that it was confirmed that the third game would be
based in the Cold War era, what at the time sounded even better to my ears.

But after several failed crowdfunding campaigns and therefore lacking funds the project was temporarily sacked by Haggard,
the original devs. Later it turned out that the apparantly cancelled project was put into the hands of a new publisher and
development team to work on the remains and to eventually complete the game.

So, what's the result?

The final product was renamed from the working title Death to Spies 3 to Alekhine's Gun and in addition to that it was also
released on PS4 and Xbox One next to the initial PC version. On its release the game was shattered by deadly reviews that
criticized the dumb AI, sloppy level design and the outdated graphics. And pretty much everything else too. As if that wasn't
enough, it didn't really help that the game was (and still is) expensive and plagued by tons of bugs and crashes.

Meanwhile the game got a few patches and some fans even created mods for it (see Liz Shaw's Enhancement Addon for
example). It still crashes occasionally and the one or other clipping error appears, but personally I found it was bearable.

Rather troublesome for me remains the mission and level design. Judging from early development screenshots it seems obvious
that the former developer team Haggard already did a lot of the framework of Alekhine's Gun's missions and had tons of good
ideas in mind. But in the final product some missions cleary don't feel cleverly designed or finished at all. While some elements
of it make perfectly sense, others don't add up at all.

Sometimes you hear yourself swearing and figuring out why on earth the guards have seen you, other times you'll end up
stunned by the stupidness of the AI that made you accomplishing the mission in a breeze. It's really not varied or thought-out
like it mostly was in the first two games.

Then there are the truly cheap slideshow cutscenes that elaborate on the actually not so bad story revolving about secret service
conspiracies during the Cold War era. The cheesy voice actors may not be everyone's cup of tea, but again that was bearable for
me.

On the positive side I liked how the gameplay was mostly identical and just as fluid as in the first two games. History lovers will
surely find some appeal in the overall 60's vibe, story, guns and characters. And even despite all downsides you'll still appreciate
the well-known shiver of satisfaction after finishing a long mission without killing any innocents and remaining undetected.

TLDR; if you loved Death to Spies and Death to Spies: Moment of Truth you may enjoy this 12 hours long pseudo-sequel, but be
warned that it's certainly not as good the originals. Also make sure to buy it on sales, because in no way this is worth USD 40.
Maybe 5 or 10 at a max.
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Everyone else should keep their hands from it. Rather play the predecessors first or similar titles such as the Hitman or Thief
series.

I therefore give this 6 out of 10 gay bar rockers.. Coming from Smash Bros. Melee, I have to say:
1. I love SSBM
2. I love RoA just as much, if not a little more
3. What makes RoA shine, is the fact that it maintains almost all of the iconic and game-shaping "mechanics" of SSBM, and
refines them. What I mean by that, is that the most important things in SSBM, like wavesdahes, techs, float cancels,
turnarounds, DI, are essentially glitches\/bugs that can be abused. The best example of this is the wavedash, which is not
necessarily a glitch, but rather an unintended mechanic of SSBM. As it is unintended, it is super inconsistent and completely
unrefined, making it unnecessarily difficult to consistently pull of perfect wave dashes. RoA maintains this (incredibly fun)
unintentional mechanic, and instead turns it into an ACTUAL game-mechanic. Because of this, it's much easier to consistently
do, never fails you because your input was pixel perfect, or just straight up messes with your head.

RoA is like taking all that makes competitive SSBM so inaccessible and changes it around into an accesible, beautifully
pixelated, awesomely composed and well-designed masterpiece. If you like SSBM, I don't see why you wouldn't love this game.
10\/10 I am in love with it tbh.. After many tedious hours spent attempting to build a working vessel, I concede defeat to From
the Depths. Mastering the basics (or just barely grasping them) can turn into a quest of monumental proportions. Unless of
course you're an engineering god\/demi-god.

in the end though, I had a blast with the battling part of the game as it's immense fun watching vehicles duke it out using an
array of weapon types. the units designed and featured in the campaign (praise be their creator's engineering prowess) had me
really impressed, anyone who can make such a creation is a boss.

TLDR: Not my cup of tea, however I see the appeal to those who want to build and battle.
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The story was fun. Very short though. I feel like it is just a demo to the real game.. At first it was good, it was made by people
with experience but then nothing happened we got one extra dlc map and that's it.
The game has supposedly been abandoned.
Shame it could have been something.. white and black. Immersive Atmosphere
+Very Good Quality Sounds and Music
+Interesting Story

-Fairly Short (15-25)

Definitely try this game out if you can. I'm hoping the developers will make some sort of full game based around this some
time.

(8.5/10). I guess it is best to start this review by stating two things:

1) I have never played visual novels before. Never even thought of them really. Until now they have just been something for
someone else and my time has been better spent with something bett... else. Now you probably ask why on earth am I playing
this, if playing is right word for these, and writing a review for it.

Well...

2)I don't know personally the developers of the game, but they hang out at the same small gaming community as I do and they
posted pretty openly about the creation of Panzer Hearts. I was one of the more active persons to comment the project (got even
mentioned at credits; Lorersho Ozzie from Pelit) but didn't have any real role in the creation. Closest I probably got was when I
commented, after seeing some early artwork and teaser, :"Toivottavasti tulee hyv\u00e4, mutta todenn\u00e4k\u00f6isesti ihan
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665." (Hopefully will be good, but most likely going to be just crap).

Well was I right about that? (Yes yes, I know you already see the thumbs up there, but play along would you).

Like I said I haven't got experience with the genre so I can't really compare this to anything. Only thing I can say for somewhat
certainty is that this is the best story ever about homefront of Nazi Egypt-Germany of WWII. Also likely to be the worst I guess.
Not much competition really on that. While altered history of WWII is not uncommon at all, having the story of game placed at
homefront of war is, while not unique, refreshing. There is little point to tell much details about the plot,since that is pretty
much all VNs tend to have. You follow the story of Bastian, young and naive soldier who gets wounded and is unfit to return to
service. Therefore he starts serving his country as a mechanic and hopes to live up to his father.

The gameplay itself is quite simple. Most of the time you will be just spectator. Story tells you where to go and what to do.
Check for hotspots at screen, see what happens from them. Follow dialogue and choose what to say. Your choices decide the
way that the story will develop and who you will end up getting the romance with. Pretty basic for VN I believe. Technically
game is decent enough. No big bugs and graphics are what you could expect. Honorary mention to the musics, which are great
all through the game and create nice atmosphere. However it is good to mention, that since Panzer Hearts is a small budged
game, there is no voice acting, so hopefully you aren't afraid of reading the plentiful dialogue.

As a summary? Panzer Hearts is indeed a nice story driven game about war and love from rare viewpoint. I didn't expect to get
as nearly deep into the story as I did. This is mostly because of good writing. I don't know yet how much there is difference
between the storylines but I'd imagine that there is certainly some replay value here. For those who are unfamiliar with VNs
Panzer Hearts is good choice for getting familiar with the genre or just to step out of your comfort zone. And if you are feeling
uncertain about it; there is a demo available so give it a try.

. Phunny game with even phunnier characters doing phunny things. phunny as ♥♥♥♥. It was super risky for me to download a
game from a new company ( I think it\u2019s new) with this price, but I decided to purchase it anyway because I realized that
it\u2019s an open world game, which I believe was a strong motivation for me. It\u2019s the first horror open world game
guys!!!!
The price is a bit high, but I don\u2019t think that the price should stop anyone from buying this game. The characters are super
scary and the atmosphere is as good as the characters.
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